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Wilting with 
‘bending-body’
Still under the ‘indoor-shelter’
Waiting for a  ‘drop of water’
Seeking, craving, mourning and weeping
Yelling, wailing, though cannot be hearing! as its ‘mute!’
Self, move less ‘indoor-plant’s agony! for a ‘drop of water’
Rooted around ‘piercing!’ the ‘dry-soil’
Within the ‘flower-pot’ vicinity
Neither water! Nor ‘drench-soil ’were found
‘Intolerable-torture’ for quench! It’s thirsty;
The heartless ‘vicious-human;’
Had no attention as previously; 
It was exposed directly! to the ‘noon day-sun’
After ‘no-inquiry;’ It was renounced!
O suddenly the ‘outdoor’ gloominess was vanished!
With the ‘drizzling!’
O the ‘surpassing-rejoice’ was ‘scattering!’ entire ‘outdoor’
‘Meadows’ and ‘flora’ were ‘enveloped!’ by the ‘silver-shower’
O hapless ‘indoor plant’ still watching! Such changing

Wilting! with ‘bending -body’ though ‘expectation!’ for a ’drop of water’
 Thus no ‘expected-shifting ’, replacement’ took place
To ‘outdoor’ ‘fresh-coolness’ for a ‘drop of water’
Rapport! with water was lost! frustrated!
‘Melancholy-wailing’ without a ‘drop of water’
Still under the shelter; wilting! With ‘bending-body.’

- Merril Perera

POEMS

A MESSAGE FROM 

THE QUEEN
To the citizens of the United States of 
America from Her Sovereign Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II
In light of your failure in recent 

years to nominate competent 
candidates for President of 
the USA and thus to govern 
yourselves, we hereby give 
notice of the revocation of 
your independence, effective 
immediately. (You should look up 
‘revocation’ in the Oxford English 
Dictionary.)
Her Sovereign Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II will resume 
monarchical duties over all states, 
commonwealths, and territories (except North Dakota, which she 
does not fancy).
Your new Prime Minister, David Cameron, will appoint a Governor 
for America without the need for further elections.
Congress and the Senate will be disbanded.  A questionnaire may be 
circulated next year to determine whether any of you noticed.
To aid in the transition to a British Crown dependency, the following 
rules are introduced with immediate effect:

1.  The letter ‘U’ will be reinstated in words such as ‘colour,’ ‘favour,’ 
‘labour’ and ‘neighbour.’ Likewise, you will learn to spell ‘doughnut’ 
without skipping half the letters,  and the suffix ‘-ize’ will be replaced 
by the suffix ‘-ise.’  Generally, you will be expected to raise your 
vocabulary to acceptable levels.  (look up ‘vocabulary’).

2.  Using the same twenty-seven words interspersed 
with filler noises such as ‘’like’ and ‘you know’ is an 
unacceptable and inefficient form of communication. 
There is no such thing as US English. We will let 
Microsoft know on your behalf.  The Microsoft spell-
checker will be adjusted to take into account the 
reinstated letter ‘u’’ and the elimination of  ‘-ize.’

 3. July 4th will no longer be celebrated as a holiday.

 4. You will learn to resolve 
personal issues without 
using guns, lawyers, 
or therapists.  The fact 
that you need so many 
lawyers and therapists 
shows that you’re 
not quite ready to be 
independent.  Guns 
should only be used 
for shooting grouse.  If 
you can’t sort things 
out without suing 
someone or speaking to 
a therapist, then you’re 
not ready to shoot 
grouse.

5. Therefore, you will no longer be 
allowed to own or carry anything 
more dangerous than a vegetable 
peeler.  Although a permit will 
be required if you wish to carry a 
vegetable peeler in public.

6. All intersections will be replaced with roundabouts, and you will 
start driving on the left side with immediate effect.  At the same 
time, you will go metric with immediate effect and without the 
benefit of conversion tables.  Both roundabouts and metrication 
will help you understand the British sense of humour.

7. The former USA will adopt UK prices 
on petrol (which you have been calling 
gasoline) of roughly $10/US gallon.  Get 
used to it.

8. You will learn to make real chips.  Those things 
you call French fries are not real chips, and 
those things you insist on calling potato chips 
are properly called crisps.  Real chips are thick 
cut, fried in animal fat, and dressed not with 
catsup but with vinegar.

9. The cold, tasteless stuff you insist on calling beer is not actually beer 
at all.  Henceforth, only proper British Bitter will be referred to 
as beer, and European brews of  known and accepted provenance 
will be referred to as Lager.  South African beer is also acceptable, 
as they are pound for pound the greatest sporting nation on earth 
and it can only be due to the beer.  They are also part of the British 
Commonwealth - see what it did for them.  American brands will 
be referred to as Near-Frozen Gnat’s Urine, so that all can be sold 
without risk of further confusion.

10. Hollywood will be required occasionally to cast English 
actors as good guys.  Hollywood will also be required to 
cast English actors to play English characters.  Watching 
Andie Macdowell attempt English dialect in Four Weddings 
and a Funeral was an experience akin to having one’s ears 
removed  with a cheese grater.

11. You will cease playing American football.  There is only one kind 
of proper football; you call it soccer.  Those of you brave enough 
will, in time, be allowed to play rugby (which has some similarities 
to American football, but does not involve stopping for a rest every 
twenty seconds or wearing full kevlar body armour like a bunch of 
nancies).

12. Further, you will stop playing baseball.  It is not reasonable 
to host an event called the World Series for a game which is 
not played outside of America.  Since only 2.1% of you are 
aware there is a world beyond your borders, your error is 
understandable.  You will learn cricket, and we will let you face 
the South Africans first to take the sting out of their deliveries.
13.. You must tell us who killed JFK.  It’s been driving us mad.

14. An internal revenue agent (i.e. tax collector) from Her Majesty’s 
Government will be with you shortly to ensure the acquisition 
of all monies due (backdated to 1776).

15. Daily Tea Time begins promptly at 4 p.m. with proper cups, with saucers, 
and never mugs, with high quality biscuits (cookies) and cakes; plus 
strawberries (with cream)  when in season.

God Save the Queen!

Standing half asleep 
in a Colombo-bound 
office train and leaning 
against the end wall of 
the coach, I was aroused 
from my drowsiness by a 

conversation between two saree-clad 
women who were standing in front 
of me.

Ten years ago they had been 
working in the same concern. 
Kusum had left shortly after her 
marriage. During their conversation 
it transpired that Kusum had got 
a son, then seven years old, but 
separated from his parents because 
of dire warnings.

Kusum went on to say that she 
was the eldest child in her family 
and that her husband Kumara, was 
also the eldest in his family.

They had been warned by 
many elders that they may not live 
amicably; that their association may 
be severed by either of their early 
deaths due to the bad influence of 
the first child if it lived with them.

Adoption
Therefore the child was given to a 

relative for adoption but they were 
longing to have the child with them. 
Yet the dreadful feeling the elders 
have instilled into them was like a 
pall over their minds. They were 
living in a zone of doubt and fear.

Kusum’s companion Nelum did 
not react but remained in a pensive 
mood. Her eyes were cast down in 
thoughtful reverie while she moved 
one foot like an automaton on the 
axis of the heel.

“What is the matter”? Kusum 
asked Nelum. Still she did not speak. 
At length she looked at Kusum 
intensely. 

“What is the matter?” Kusum 
asked her again.

Nelum said, “I’m wondering 
whether I should divulge a secret or 
not.”

“Tell me what is it?” Kusum said. 
“I can keep a secret”.

“It’s a story like yours that ended 
tragically.

“There was a young man and a 

woman. They were the first born of 
two sisters. They too were fed with 
this superstitious idea. Yet they got 
married.

Midwife
“Their first born was a male child. 

The midwife was a aware that this 
couple were primogenial. She wove 
a strong influence over them about 
the evil the first born brings to the 
primogenitary parents.

“This couple had grown up in 

ignorance and superstition. They 
were frightened and were coaxed in 
to ridding themselves of the child. 
What the midwife gained by this I 
do not know.

“By what means the child died I’m 
unaware”, said Nelum. “It was buried 
in their kitchen I was told. How 
birth and death records were made, I 
don’t know either.

“Before that child’s father died, 
he told me that he had baptised the 
infant and then left him to its fate. 
With a deep sigh of regret he said 

that the child was a splitting image 
of himself.

“If that child lived he would be 
sixty-five years old. I was born 
fifteen years after him.

“He was my brother!”.

Superstition 
superseded

by George Eddie

In the world of sinners of ours,
How could we be hypocritical to ostracise
A naïve poor boy of year six
And depriving the most precious education of his,
Allegedly branding him a leper contagious
Whilst he is still a whining school boy
Creeping like a snail to school
Denied of his mother’s warmth morning everyday?
Children are our angels of heaven,
For they are innocent and clean
Like loveable fragrant waterlilies grown
In the murky depths, concealed perhaps
And so unseen.
Then, the good Lord Jesus says,
“Let the little children come to me,
And don’t forbid them
For of such is the kingdom of Heaven”
Mathew-19:13-14
So did godly Samaritan of Trinity,
The principal of a gracious school community
Welcoming the reviled innocent to Kandy
Performing the benevolence of genuine Humanity.
Thus, saving the poor boy from the junkyard
Of the sadistic underworld of the thrice blessed land,
Authentic humanity this illustrious white man displayed
To the so-called patriotic Paparaband.

- O.C.G. Senapathi.

Children, our Angels

It is HER day 
worth is immeasurable 
when the role played properly 
as daughter, wife, sister 
and mother on the top. 
Optimism drives her forward 
beyond visible limits 
to bring success to the family, country 
ultimately to the whole universe. 
Mildness is a blessing 
to replace hardness 
with soft melting manner 
to maintain ever valued peace. 
Affection inspires a heart 
to reflect it further 
sharing the warmth 
of never slacking humanity. 
Neatness in words and manners 
of her blessed life 
impressive for others to follow 
to enlighten their own selves. 

- Kumari Weerasooriya
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